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OUR GOAL 
Our goal is to ensure that try-outs are as transparent as possible and acknowledge that this 
process can be incredibly stressful on both participants and parents. Our end goal is to place 
each player at the level they can best develop and play with and against other players of similar 
skill set.  
 

U13-U18 Registration & Fees 
U13 $900.00 
U15 $1000.00 
U18 $1000.00 

 
• Registration after July 15th is subject to a $200.00 late fee. 

Registration fees can be paid in a 6-month installment plan.  
First payment due at the time of registration, 
Second – August 1 
Third – Sept 1 
Fourth – Oct 1 
Fifth – Nov 1 
Sixth – Dec 1 

• Team Fees – Your team will likely do a cash call or plan some immediate fundraising to help 
with the cost of the season for example – tournaments. 

 

Commitment & Travel 
• The season run approximately Sept to March 
• On average each team will have 2 practices per week  
• On average each team will have 1-2 game per week – Fort Saskatchewan Minor Hockey 

is part of the EFHL of all games will be within the Edmonton area.  
 

U13-U18 Team Formation 
At each level, the Division Director or designate will oversee the Team Formation Process with 
assistance from the respective Vice President, President and GM of FSMH. To be clear - the Division 
Director, Vice-President, President and GM will oversee the process at each level. The Division Director 
or designate should attend all the applicable steps of the team formation process including the 
following:  

Step 1 
a. Skating time trials for all skaters 
b. Goalie evaluations for all goalies 

Step 2 Scrimmage Games 
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Step 3 InterSquad Game  
Step 4 Final Team Selection 
 

Step 1A: Skating Time Trials (Optional for U15-U18) 
Every player (excluding goalies) will participate in the skating time trials. It is noted that the skating 
time trial results are only required to assist in making equal teams for scrimmage games (step 2) of 
the team formation process. Players that are unable to attend the skating time trials will be placed 
on one of the scrimmage teams by the applicable Division Director.  
Each player will complete each of the designated drills once and have their time recorded. If the 
player happens to fall, they will get one more opportunity to complete the drill (could be more 
subject to discretion of on ice helpers and/or time available).  
 
Skating groups will be split evenly by alphabetical order based on the available ice times. Typically, 
three slots are available for each division, providing three groups with one hour time slots each. 
From there, each group will be split into 2 subgroups during their session and drills will be run out of 
each end.  
 
The Division Director will make their best effort to ensure there is a minimum of 6 helpers per 
session (one timekeeper, one-time recorder, and one drill demonstrator for each subgroup). If 
possible, parents should not be timekeeping or time recording for their child, however, it's 
understood this may not be possible depending on available volunteers.  
The Division Director will add the applicable drill times together to create one final number and rank 
each player against their peers. This information is to be shared with the Vice President, President 
and GM 

Step 1B: Goalie Evaluations 
All goalies will have a goalie evaluation session that will be managed by an independent evaluator 
group as hired by Fort Saskatchewan Minor Hockey. Goalies will complete various drills managed by 
the hired party and will rotate to ensure each goalie completes each station. Shooters from the 
applicable age group or one division higher will be used to assist in the stations.  
 
Once the evaluations are completed, each goalie will receive a final score and be ranked against 
their peers. This information will be provided to the Division Director, Vice President, President and 
GM. This information will be used for the formation of the scrimmage teams. 
 

Step 2: Scrimmage Games 
After the completion of Step 1 (skating time trials and goalie evaluations), the scrimmage 
evaluations will begin. The Division Director will divide players equally amongst the applicable 
scrimmage teams and each team should play a minimum of 3 games. The Division Director will use a 
“snake draft” to ensure fair teams are made and it would be recommended to split the rankings up 
based on position (forward/defense/goalie).  
 
Ex. With 4 scrimmage teams, Team 1 would receive the fastest skating forward and the 8th fastest 
skater. Team 2 would receive the 2nd fastest skater and 7th fastest skater, and so on and so forth.  
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After the forwards are completed, the Division Director will complete the same process for 
defensemen and goalies. The Division Director will ensure that no scrimmage team gets multiple 
top-ranking players (ex. The number 1 ranking forward, #1 defensemen, and #1 goalie should all be 
on different teams. The Division Director will review the final teams to ensure they are fair and 
make minor adjustments if required. If they are unsure, they will seek out advice from either the 
Vice President, President, and or GM or other members on the board that are familiar with the skill 
sets of that division.  
 
It would be ideal if teams have odd numbers (ex. 8 forwards/5 defense). This will allow for players to 
rotate to play with different players and positions on each shift. If even numbers are provided (ex. 9 
forwards and 6 defense), the division director should set up lines for each period. This would include 
having forwards play a different position each period and play with different players each period 
defense should play with a different defense partner each period. Lines should be changed for each 
scrimmage game. Goalies should receive equal ice time during scrimmages. This is subject to how 
many goalies are trying out at that level and the ability to change mid-game.  
Prior to the beginning of each game, players will be advised to keep shifts short to ensure everyone 
gets reasonable ice time. Penalties will be penalty shots to ensure players are playing 5 on 5 as much 
as possible.  
 
Independent evaluators will be used to score each player (forward/defense/goalie) at each 
scrimmage game.  The evaluation scale to be used is 1-10, with 10 being the highest and 1 being the 
lowest (see Table 1: Player Evaluation Matrix). Parents will be advised to refrain from speaking to 
the evaluators and the Division Director will clearly mark off a section for our evaluators to sit. 
Typically, three evaluators are used for each scrimmage game resulting in each player getting three 
evaluator scores for each game. The evaluation scale to be used is 1-10, with 10 being the highest 
and 1 being the lowest. In the event there exist any anomalies in the respective evaluations 
separated by more than 4 points – the anomaly number(s) will be removed from the calculations. 
This will prevent any one person from trying to influence the process in a negative manner. 
For Example:  
 
Player evaluation scores based on 3 scrimmages and 3 evaluations per scrimmage. 
 5, 6, 6, 5, 6, 5, 10, 1, 5  
 
In the above scenario, the evaluation numbers of 1 and 10 would be removed as these are 
anomalies based on the group of data.  
 
Players are strongly encouraged to attend all scrimmage games. If a player misses a game, it will be 
the Division Director’s discretion on how to handle it (options would include taking an average of 
games the player played or giving the player a 0 for the game they missed and including it in their 
overall score).  
 
The division director will seek out parent support for the following:  

• 2 parents from each team to open doors (parent should be opening doors for the opposite 
team that their child is playing on). Additional responsibilities for door openers would 
include ensuring that players are taking reasonable shifts lengths, and if uneven forwards 
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lines are present, assign positions (1st in line is the LW, 2nd in line is Centre, 3rd in line is 
RW). 

• 1 person to time and score keep (ex. with a 1-hour time slot, we will have a 5-minute warm-
up, and 3–17-minute straight time periods.  
 
After the completion of all scrimmage games, players will receive an average of their total 
scores from the independent evaluators and will be ranked against their peers. This 
information will be provided to the Division Director, Vice president, President and GM. This 
will be broken down by forwards, defensemen, and goalies. 
 

Step 3: InterSquad Game  
After the completion of Step 2 (Scrimmage Games), two rosters will be created for the InterSquad 
game.  
The roster for forwards and defensemen will be based on the player’s rankings based on the 
scrimmage games. The division director will once again complete a “snake draft” to make equal 
teams. For the goalies, rankings will be based on 75% of their goalie evaluation score, and 25% of 
the scrimmage score.  
 
Ex. Team 1 will receive the #1 and #4 Ranked Forward, and Team 2 will receive the #2 and #3 ranked 
forward. This process will be completed for both defensemen and goalies ensuring that one team 
does not receive the #1 ranked player for each forward, defensemen, and goalies. Rosters will be 
communicated to players and parents in alphabetical order so as to not disclose player rankings.  
It would be ideal if teams have odd numbers (ex. 8 forwards/5 defense). This will allow for players to 
rotate to play with different players on each shift. If even numbers are provided (ex. 9 forwards and 
6 defense), the Division Director should set up lines for each period. This would include having 
forwards play a different position each period and play with different players each period. The 
defense should play with a different defense partner each period. Lines should be changed for each 
game as well. Goalies should receive equal ice time during scrimmages. This is subject to how many 
goalies are participating in the intrasquad game and the ability to change mid-game.  
 
Prior to the beginning of each game, players will be advised to keep shifts short to ensure everyone 
gets reasonable ice time. Penalties will be penalty shots to ensure players are playing 5 on 5 as much 
as possible.  
 
Independent evaluators will be used to score each player (forward/defense/goalie) at the 
intersquad game. Parents again will be advised to refrain from speaking to the evaluators and the 
Division Director will clearly mark off a section for our evaluators to sit. Typically, three evaluators 
are used for the intersquad game resulting in each player getting three evaluator scores. The 
evaluation scale to be used is a 1-10, with 10 being highest and 1 being lowest. In the event there 
exists any anomalies in the respective evaluations separated by more than 4 points – the anomaly 
number(s) will be removed from the calculations. This will prevent any one person trying to 
influence the process in a negative manner.  
 
For Example:  
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1, 5, 10  
In the above scenario, the evaluation numbers 1 and 10 would be removed as these are anomalies 
based on the group of data.  
The division director will seek out parent support for the following:  

• 2 parents from each team to open doors (parent should be opening doors for the opposite 
team that their child is playing on). Additional responsibilities for door openers would 
include ensuring that players are taking reasonable shifts lengths, and if uneven forwards 
lines are present, assign positions (1st in line is the LW, 2nd in line is Centre, 3rd in line is 
RW) 

• 1 person to time and score keep (with a 1-hour time slot, we will have a 5-minute warm-up, 
and 3–17-minute straight time periods. 

After the completion of the intrasquad game, players will receive an average of their intrasquad 
game score from the independent evaluators which is shared with the Division Director, Vice 
President, President and GM. For forwards and defensemen, 50% of this number will be added to 
50% of their final scrimmage score to provide each player with a final total. Players will then be 
ranked against their peers to assist in creating the top 23 (ex. 14 forwards and 9 defensemen subject 
to the rankings) roster. Goalie’s final numbers will be based on 50% of goalie evaluations, 25% of 
scrimmage scores, and 25% of intrasquad game scores. All final rankings are to be shared with the 
Vice President, President and GM. 
 

Step 4: Final Team Selection  
Once the coach is determined after the completion of the intrasquad game, they will be provided 
with the Top 23 list from the Division Director. This list will include the top 14 forwards and top 9 
defensemen subject to the final rankings. The coach will select their final team out of this group 
after consultation with the Division Director. The goalie selection for each team will be at the 
discretion of the coach guided by the evaluator rankings as noted above. If the coach intends to 
release a top-ranking player for the sake of a lower-ranked player, a discussion and reasoning will 
need to be provided to the Division Director and potentially the Vice President, President and GM.  
The coach may choose his team from that list without having any additional evaluations. The coach 
may also decide to have players participate in an evaluation practice/game to determine final 
selections. If this is the case, the coach is required to release players in a face-to-face meeting with 
the player’s parents.  
 
 
After final releases are done, the team formation process is complete.  
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Tryout Notes 
 

• If a player cannot attend tryouts due to sickness or injury, previous history and prior 
coach discretion are used – this is to ensure the highest possibility for the player to 
continue to develop at the proper level 

• Any team being formed for the Ranger Athletic Club (RAC) does not use Independent 
Evaluators – instead the Coaching Staff for each team selects the players (U11AA, U13 
AA, U15 AA/AAA, U16 AA, U17AAA, U18 AA/AAA) in consultation with the applicable 
Elite Director, Vice President, President or GM. 

• See the ‘Team Formation’ section in the FSMH Policy & Procedure manual for more 
information 

• The director (after consultation with the Vice President(s), President and/or GM) may 
adjust the team formation process based on the needs of the specific division in that 
year.  (in circumstances such as challenges faced due to COVID-19) 

 

FSMH Code of Conduct 
1. Fort Saskatchewan Minor Hockey (FSMH) has endeavored to create a code of conduct for all 

participants in the hockey program. A participant is defined as (but not limited to) a player, 
coach, official, spectator, and/or executive member. The code of conduct will strive to 
address and ensure the following fundamentals of the game are adhered to at all times: 

a. Shared respect for all participants of the game 
b. Maintain a healthy and safe environment for all participants. 
c. Promote positive development for all players and coaches. 
d. Ensure an environment allowing all participants to have fun. 
e. All participants to represent FSMH positively. 

2. Membership and participation in FSMH activities is a privilege, not a right. Members, 
players, and participants are required to abide by the Bylaws and Policies of both FSMSA 
and FSMH, and their behavior is expected to mirror the spirit of the Bylaws, Policies, and this 
Code. The following is required of all participants in the program: 

a. All participants shall respect the game of hockey and behave in an appropriate 
manner. 

b. All participants shall respect other members, players, team officials, referees, 
spectators, executive members, and volunteers. 

c. The use of profanity towards any participant will not be tolerated. 
d. FSMH will not tolerate the consumption of alcohol and/or drugs at FSMH sanctioned 

events that would place FSMH in a manner of disrepute. 
e. Any property damage to FSMH or other associations equipment or facilities will not 

be tolerated, and the offender will be required to provide full financial restitution. 
f. FSMH will not tolerate loud, obscene, obnoxious coaches, managers, assistants, 

players, parents, or fans. 

https://www.fortsaskminorhockey.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/1746/2021/06/FSMH-Policy-Procedure-APPROVED-JUNE-12-2021.pdf
https://www.fortsaskminorhockey.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/1746/2021/06/FSMH-Policy-Procedure-APPROVED-JUNE-12-2021.pdf
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g. Parents and fans are not permitted in the dressing rooms except as expressly 

permitted by the Coach to assist their child in changing before or after a game. 
h. Under no circumstances is a parent or fan to enter the opposing team’s dressing 

room. 
i. Coaches and other team officials, players, parents, and fans are not permitted in the 

officials’ dressing room, nor are they permitted to confront game officials about the 
game. 

j. The inappropriate use of cameras, cell phones, tablets or any other recording device 
is strictly prohibited in dressing rooms. This includes all coaches, parents, players 
and officials. Players are not permitted to bring any form of camera, cell phone, or 
tablet into the dressing room. If caught, the following levels of discipline will be 
actioned: 

i. First Offence: 1 Game Suspension from the team 
ii. Second Offence: A review by the FSMH Disciplinary Committee and 

depending on severity, additional game suspension for potential removal 
from FSMH. 

3. Violation by any member, fan, or participant of any provision of the Code of Conduct will 
result in disciplinary action being taken by FSMH against such individuals. 

 

Social Media Policy  
Fort Saskatchewan Minor Hockey is committed to respectful behavior and conduct both on and off the 
ice and works to eliminate any disrespectful conduct and discriminatory practices including abuse, 
neglect, and harassment. 
Unacceptable Conduct is not condoned by Fort Saskatchewan Minor Hockey, personal or other social 
media channel or account. This includes conduct by staff, volunteers, players, officials, Member 
organizations, stakeholders, or any member of the hockey community. 
The following are examples of conduct through social media and networking mediums that are 
considered violations of the code of conduct and may be subject to disciplinary action by the member 
advocacy committee: 

1. Bullying, harassment, intimidation, or threats of any type. 
2. Divulging confidential information that may include but is not limited to the following: player 

injuries, game strategies, or any other matter of a sensitive nature. 
3. Negative or derogatory comments about any other team, Minor Hockey Association, League 

and/or players, coaches, volunteers, spectators, Board of Director, staff, or members. 
4. Photographs, video, or comments promoting negative influences or criminal behavior including 

but not limited to drug use, alcohol abuse, public intoxication, hazing, sexual exploitation etc. 
5. Online activity that contradicts the current League Code of Conduct or any policies, regulations 

and/or Code of conduct of its member Associations. 
6. Inappropriate, derogatory, racist, or sexist comments of any kind. 
7. Online activity that is meant to alarm other individuals or to misrepresent fact or truth. 
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Table 1 – Player Matrix  
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FSMH - U13 TEAM FORMATION FLOW CHART 
 
 
 

U13 Division Contacts 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
U13 Fort Saskatchewan Minor Hockey 
Division Director 
Sabrina Leask 
U13director@fsmhockey.com  
 
 
Fort Saskatchewan Minor Hockey 
GM of Operations 
Pam Odynski 
gm@fsmhockey.com 
 
 

FSMH - U15 TEAM FORMATION FLOW CHART 

 
 

mailto:U13director@fsmhockey.com
mailto:gm@fsmhockey.com
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U15 Division Contacts 
 
U15 Fort Saskatchewan Minor Hockey 
Division Director 
Julie Lefebvre 
U15-18director@fsmhockey.com 
 
 
Fort Saskatchewan Minor Hockey 
General Manager of Operations 
Pam Odynski 
GM@fsmhockey.com  

mailto:U15-18director@fsmhockey.com
mailto:admin@fsmhockey.com
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FSMH - U16/18 TEAM FORMATION FLOW CHART 
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U16/U18 Contacts 
U18 Fort Saskatchewan Minor Hockey 
Division Director 
Julie Lefebvre 
U15-18director@fsmhockey.com 
 
 
Fort Saskatchewan Minor Hockey 
GM of Operations 
Pam Odynski 
gm@fsmhockey.com 
 
 

mailto:U15-18director@fsmhockey.com
mailto:admin@fsmhockey.com
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